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Abstract: 
     In this paper, we study the various approaches and methodologies used for face hallucination. Face hallucination was first 
presented as high-resolution image from a low-resolution image. The numerous applications of this method include in the field of 
image enhancement, face recognition surveillance and security. It is useful in surveillance and security system to enhance the a 
low-resolution face which possesses facial details matching that of a potential high-resolution image, helping in further analysis. 
In this paper we have analysed various approaches for enhancing low-resolution images namely, Face Hallucination (FH) with 
Sparse Representation, FH using Eigentransformation, FH via Locality Constraint Representation, learning-based FH in DCT 
(Discrete Cosine Transform) domain. 
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Very often the distance between surveillance cameras and the scene is very large. Such cameras are usually set 
up in wide field of views. Most of the times, the faces captured are indiscernible due to various factors such as small 
size, low-resolution, improper illumination, blurriness etc. In such a scenario, recognizing the faces of interests 
becomes a challenging task. As face recognition plays a very important role in security control, surveillance 
monitoring, authentication and biometrics, devising methods to improve the resolution of the facial images becomes 
mandatory. Face hallucination or face super resolution as proposed by Baker and Kanade1 serves this purpose.Fig. 1 
illustrates the general idea of FH. 
 
Fig.1. (a) Low Resolution Input Face; (b) Resultant Hallucinated Face; (c) Original Face. 
 
Experiments have proved that the face images after hallucination can be used easily by humans for recognition 
as well as it becomes easier to recognize the face automatically as they add more high frequency details thereby 
highlighting the difference in the face. Our aim is to survey the various algorithms used for hallucinating faces. 
Following are the three constraints, which must be met by any FH algorithm: 
x Sanity constraint: The hallucinated image should be close to the original image when it is being smoothed 
and down sampled. 
x Global constraint: The result should have all common features of a human face, e.g. mouth, eyes and nose, 
symmetry and many other features. The facial features must be coherent always.  
x Local constraint: The results must have specific features of the image, while retaining the local 
characteristics. 
The first constraint can be easily met whereas the other two constraints are relatively difficult to formulate. If the 
algorithm fails to meet the above-specified constraints, then the resulting image could be noisy or discordant with 
the ordinary facial features. 
 
There have been numerous algorithms for hallucinating faces. Some of these algorithms are: 
x Face hallucination with sparse representation2, which improves on the example-based super-resolution 
method and improves the computational speed for hallucinating face images detected from a surveillance 
video. 
x Hallucinating face by Eigentransformation9 which extracts high frequency facial feature from the face images 
of low resolution by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and is robust to noise. 
x Noise Robust Face Hallucination via Locality-Constrained Representation16, which focuses on reducing noise 
while hallucinating the image using patch-based approach to obtain optimal representation of one image 
patch. 
x Learning- based Face hallucination in DCT domain 13 helps to enhance the local facial features of a low-
resolution image by means of an AC (Alternative Current) coefficient. While the AC coefficient enhances the 
local facial features, DC (Direct Current) coefficient along with clustering of the training set is used to 
enhance the global facial features. 
 
In this paper, we have stated the end results after analysing the merits, demerits and experimental results of the 
above stated algorithms. 
 
 
2. Face Hallucination With Sparse Representation For Video Surveillance 
2.1. Overview 
In this paper2, a novel FH algorithm for enhancement of face images extracted from security video surveillance 
has been proposed. It is built upon the work on face hallucination and super-resolution published by Liu et al3 and 
Yang et al4. This algorithm uses Sparse Representation and the Approximate Nearest Neighbors (ANN) method to 
enhance both global face shape (whole face) and local high frequency information (facial features). For a stack of 
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queries and for each low frequency patch as presented in paper5, rather than finding for the exact match, they have 
deployed the ANN search method to find a number of nearest neighbors. They have applied a median filter to 




Fig. 2.Steps for enhancing the global face shape 
 
2.2. Merits and Demerits 
Liu et al2 has proposed a two-step approach to hallucinate face images of low resolution by decomposing face 
into two models which leads to a great computation complexity. Appearance of the face has been divided into the 
global PCA (Principal Component Analysis) model6 and a local patch model of Markov network. Here, the results 
of face hallucination highly depend on process of face registration. Improper alignment of faces will result in ghost 
effects. 
Images of the faces are extracted from a video by using face detection and face-tracking algorithm. The proposed 
algorithm2 uses this information and hallucinates the faces. Fig. 3 summarizes the results of the proposed algorithm. 
Following are its advantages: 
x This algorithm uses power of sparse representations to the maximum extent and results in better results for 
global face reconstruction, thereby reducing the “ghost effects”. 
x For example-based super-resolution, the retrieval speed of local patches is improved. 
x The computational complexity due to image registration is reduced due to the usage of face tracking 
algorithm. 
x A prior training database is not required for this algorithm, since Eigenfaces are generated by using the 
tracked faces. 
x The number of Eigenfaces is thus reduced and consequently this results in the reduction of computational 
cost. 
x The introduction of extraneous information from other faces is also avoided. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Results of the proposed algorithm applied to a low resolution face input image.. 
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2.3. Experimental Results 
The experiment carried using the proposed algorithm, uses a camera and has people walking towards the camera. 
The frontal face view is the prime focus. The experiment proceeds as follows: 
x Detect faces from the input video. For this, they have used the Viola and Jones’ approach7, which is proven 
to be one of the most robust and efficient approaches. 
x Track the detected faces to distinguish different people’s faces and temporarily associate the same person’s 
faces into one group. They have used Multiple Hypotheses Tracking (MHT)8  method for data association. 
x After completing the second step, they have grouped one person’s low-resolution input faces together for 
face hallucination. 
It is carried out with size of the input image (45x45), super resolution factor of 4 and implemented in  Matlab. 
The result is almost identical to the patch-by-patch searching result. At the same time, the computational speed is 
much faster. But there is a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. As per the experimental results, the proposed 
algorithms  gives much better results as compared to those obtained by the bi-cubical interpolation.  
 
 
3. Face Hallucination By Eigentransformation Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
 
3.1.Overview 
Principal Component analysis (PCA) is used to explain the covariance structure of a set of variables .It is a 
statistical procedure. It helps us to identify the principal directions in which the data varies. The proposed algorithm 
in the paper9 regards hallucination as a result of transformation that is carried between different image styles. When 
the low-resolution training set images are replaced by high-resolution images, corresponding high-resolution face 
image is obtained. But the same combination coefficients are retained. Based on mapping between two sets of 
training samples, the transformation from low to high resolution takes place. Fig. 4 shows the system diagram using 




Fig. 4. Eigentransformation for FH 
 
3.2. Merits and Demerits 
Eigenfaces with large eigenvalues and low-frequency components are “face-like,” and Eigenfaces with small 
eigenvalues and high-frequency details are “noise-like”. PCA is best for representing the face since the K largest 
Eigenfaces contribute to most of the energy and provide maximum information for the face image set. The detail 
level of the hallucinated face is controlled by the Eigenface number Ks. PCA uses un-correlation to compute the 
frequency components. This un-correlation property is important for the success of the proposed algorithm. 
 
The basis of the proposed algorithm is training. Hence, it is very important to compose the training set properly. 
The appearance of the human face varies under illumination, pose, glasses, etc. causing the data set to be 
complicated. Thus, face hallucination algorithms are posed with a challenge to provide face images under all the 
variations. One of the ways to tackle this scenario is to increase the training set enough to accommodate all possible 
variations but this not computationally feasible or efficient. The proposed algorithm addresses this problem by better 
approach i.e. constructing many training subsets of small size where each subset will consist of images with small 
variations. In this approach, combination of subsets is not used rather the subset that closely resembles the input 
image is used to obtain better results.  
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3.3. Experimental Results 
The facial hallucination experiment that implements the proposed algorithm is performed on a data set 
containing 188 individual faces. Using the “leave-one-out method”, one image is selected for testing while the 
others are used for training. In preprocessing, the eyes help in the positioning of facial images. The distance between 
the eye centers is 50 pixels; furthermore the image size is 117x125. Averaging neighbor pixels are used to blur 
images and down sample them to low-resolution images. The facial resolution is measured by means of the eye 
central distance ‘d’. The results are as illustrated in Fig. 5: 
 
 
Fig.5. (a) Input 23x25; (b)Hallucinated; (c)Original 117x125. 
 
x Hallucination for Different Resolution: For a variety of different resolution inputs, hallucination has being 
studied. They have down sampled the eye center distance d to 20,15,10,7,5. On down sampling d to 10, the 
Eigentransformation results are satisfactory. On lowering the resolution further, the eyes and mouth get 
distorted to some extent, while the overall hallucinated image is still quite clear. 
x Robustness to Noise: In order to prevent hallucinated face images from not looking face like, they have 
added zero mean Gaussian noise as a constraint to low resolution images. The noise distortion can be reduced 
along with preserving facial characteristics on adding limitations on the principal components of the 
reconstructed image. It is also interesting to note that when only 50 Eigenfaces are used individual 
characteristics are lost from hallucinated images. The hallucinated faces are more like the mean face while 
the edges and contours remain sharp. For Eigenface number of 180, individual characteristics are added to 
the hallucinated image. 
 
The proposed algorithm helps to remove maximum facial information from low-resolution images using the 
frequency level of the PCA representation. It is robust to noise. The proposed algorithm improves the resolution and 
quality of low-resolution facial images. 
 
4. Noise Robust Face Hallucination via Locality Constrained Representation (LcR) 
 
4.1. Overview 
LcR16 is a patch-based approach used to overcome the problems faced with probabilistic graph based approaches 
and sparse coding approaches. LcR takes into consideration the locality constraint and tries to maintain locality as 
well as sparsity of the images. The hallucinated images can contain noise. Noise can be removed from these images 
by using de-noising or super-resolution techniques. The problem with this is that artifacts introduced by de-noising 
techniques can be magnified when the super-resolution technique is applied. This problem can be overcome by 
using Locality Constraint Representation. This method consists of a training set which has low-resolution images 
and their corresponding high-resolution images. The training set is divided into patches using a dividing scheme.  
The low-resolution image and the high-resolution image have the same topology and hence the low-resolution 
image patch can be replaced by the high-resolution image patch. This is done on all the patches and then using 
averaging pixel values on the overlapping region, the patches are combined to get the complete image.  
 
4.2. Merits and Demerits 
It has the following advantages: 
x Since they use the locality constraint, it reveals the non-linear manifold structure of face image patch space 
by fixing the solution of the least square problem and it also captures the fundamental similarities between 
neighbour patches. 
x This method makes use of adaptive selection of neighbours based on relevance in order to avoid over or 
under fitting to give sharper contours and richer details. This makes it noise robust. 
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It has the following disadvantages: 
x This method fails to take into consideration the intrinsic geometrical structure of the data set i.e. there is no 
standard distance measurement algorithm. 
x The overlap patch representation and reconstruction is very time consuming. 
 
4.3. Experimental results 
In order to study the efficiency of this algorithm16, some samples of hallucinated results were generated by 
different methods. These samples were taken from the FEI Face Database15. The faces taken into consideration were 
frontal and pre-aligned. The observations were as follows: 
The efficiency of patch-based methods is better than global faces reconstruction method. Wang et al.’s global 
face method failed to maintain the global smoothness of images. It created “ghost” artifacts around contours. 
Compared to that, patch based methods were superior in further enhancing the edges and textures. The reason was 
hallucinating by Eigentransformation9 is based on a statistical mode, which failed to reveal the distribution of data 
when the training samples are not sufficient. In case the low-resolution input face image is very different from the 
ones in the training database, the global face reconstruction methods do not capture the novel structures. Position 
patch based is more efficient than Neighbour Embedding (NE)11 since NE has blurring due to either over or under 




Fig. 6.  Comparison of results based on different methods. From left to right: Low-resolution input faces, hallucinated faces by Wang et al9., 
NE10, LSR11,(Super-resolution) SR12, DCT13, LcR16, and PreLcR16, and the last column is the original high-resolution faces. 
 
In the experiments, zero mean Gaussian noises are added with seven different standard deviations on the low-
resolution input face images and the parameters for LcR16 method (regularization parameter) are adjusted to achieve 
the best performance. Better noise robustness is achieved with larger patch size and more overlap pixels. It is 
observed that with an increase in noise, the performances of NE10, LSR11 and DCT13 reduce rapidly. However, SR 
and the proposed method can remove most of the noise. In case of SR severe distortions are observed when the 
noise is very high. The primitive facial features are however maintained in LcR technique. To obtain noise 
robustness we cannot only depend on sparsity constraint of the weights. An important role is played by the 
regularization parameter in removing the noise. The value of the regularization parameter is dependent on the low-
resolution input image. Higher the value of regularization parameter better will be the results. There can be a 
possibility that there is only a patch that is noisy. In such a case, only the noisy low-resolution input patch is 
replaced with a clearer one. The robustness is attributed to the capability of adaptively selecting the neighbour 
patches. The advantage of adaptively choosing the neighbour patches is that it selects the most relevant patches and 
avoids over or under fitting thereby giving sharper contours and richer details. Locality constraint is very important 
for noise robust face hallucination, since too many training samples can only lead to the reconstruction of added 
noise, not noise removal. Fig. 7 illustrates hallucinated faces with noise using different methods. 
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Fig. 7. Hallucinated faces with noise using different methods: (a) Original high-resolution face image; (b) Low-resolution face images with noise; 
(c) Wang et al.9; (d) NE10; (e) LSR11; (f) SR12; (g) DCT13; (h) proposed method16. 
 
 
5.  Learning-based Face Hallucination In DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) Domain 
 
5.1. Overview 
The original learning based algorithm13 used for face hallucination directly involved the use of estimation pixel 
intensities. DCT on the other hand is a learning-based face hallucination framework that is built in the Discrete 
Cosine Transform domain as depicted in Fig. 8. The DCT coefficients consist of 2 parts, DC coefficient estimation 
and the AC coefficient inference. DC coefficient, which actually is the average energy of the target block, can be 
calculated fairly by some basic interpolation-based methods. The AC coefficients on the other hand represent 
information regarding the edges, corners of facial features such as eyes, mouth etc., which cannot be easily 
interpolated. The proposed algorithm uses the AC coefficient without using the DC coefficient making the algorithm 
very robust, since it reduces the illumination. To further improve the efficiency of the algorithm and reduce the 
redundancy of the training set, a compact dictionary is built using clustering training scheme.  
 
 
Fig. 8. The proposed14 face hallucination framework. 
The high-resolution image usually suffers from blurring problem especially in the local facial details such as the 
eyes and mouth. Cubic B spline works well with smooth part of the faces, however when facial details are involved, 
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5.2. Merits and Demerits 
The proposed framework benefits users in a number of ways: 
x Mentioned earlier it can be beneficial in improving the local facial details of an image, since along with using 
DC coefficients it also incorporates the AC coefficients. 
x The DC coefficient can be estimated fairly easily and accurately using a simple interpolation formula, like 
the Cubic B spline. 
x Since the block of the pre-filtered high-resolution built in the DCT domain are independent with each other a 
learning model can be easily developed to work with AC coefficients efficiently. 
x The data dimension of training and testing can be reduced to a great extent. 
 
Fig. 9. Image coded by 8 × 8 DCT. (a) Original image (96 × 128); (b) reconstructed image with 16 coefficients; (c) reconstructed image only with 
the original DC coefficients; (d) reconstructed image only with the DC coefficients which are estimated by Cubic B- Spline interpolation; (e) 
reconstructed with all 63 AC coefficients (absolute image); (f) reconstructed image with only the first 15 AC coefficients (absolute image). 
Limitations of Learning Based DCT algorithm are as follows: 
x It hampers the quality of the resultant image when the magnification factors are relatively large. 
x The faces need to be aligned accurately, otherwise even for low magnified images the quality of the resultant 
image is unsatisfactory. 
 
5.3. Learning Block Dictionary By Clustering 
The performance of the DCT algorithm largely depends on the similarity or how well the input low-resolution 
image   complements the images in the sample. Larger the training set, more robust is the learning algorithm. On the 
downside a large sample makes it to problematic to design a fast algorithm, due to the heavy memory load and the 
large, complex computations it needs to perform. Having  said that the proposed algorithm explicitly only stores AC 
coefficients in the block dictionary, thereby making the overall clustering process efficient. The proposed algorithm 
training follows the following steps: 
x Firstly, all the images are aligned as per the affine transform based on 3 marking points; the centres of the 
two eyes and the centre of the mouth.  
x Following which prepossessing is used to convert every high-resolution images from Spatial domain to 
frequency domain. Finally the block clusters are built by adopting the appropriate clustering method, on 
these raw training samples. 
 
5.4. Experimental Results 
This paper mentions a particular experiment conducted with a large number of frontal images. Of all the images 
selected 1600 images formed the training set while the rest of the images were used for testing. The proposed 
approach was compared with other selected approaches as seen in Fig. 10. 
 
 
Fig.10.Experimental Results :(a) Input low-resolution images (24x96); (b) intermediate pre-filtered results ; (c) final results; (d) Cubic B-Spline13;  
(e)Baker  et al1; (f) C Liu et al2.; (g) Original high-resolution images. 
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The Baker et al’s1 method produces comparatively noisier results in some important facial features. The quality 
of C.Liu et al’s2 results seems to be better and satisfying but some of the facial characteristics are not generated 
smoothly and correctly, especially around the eyes. Cubic B-spline suffers from a number of blurring issues. On the 
basis of the experimental results, the proposed algorithm produces best results on recovering smooth high-resolution 
images with high quality of local facial features. Since a number of algorithms do not incorporate or work with AC 
coefficients, the facial features lack quality. The proposed algorithm provides high quality facial feature results since 
it mainly focuses on combining both the AC and DC coefficients. Using clustering for the learning block dictionary 
also helps to improve the overall efficiency and speed of the proposed algorithm for a large training set. 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we have analysed the various methods to hallucinate faces from low-resolution input images. Face 
Hallucination using sparse representation works more efficiently when it is applied to low-resolution facial images 
extracted from surveillance footage. It also improves on the computation speed and enhances both the global as well 
as local facial high frequency features. Eigentransformation helps extricate maximum facial details for low-
resolution faces and gives satisfactory results for smaller training sets. Another approach to face hallucination via 
locality-constrained representation captures non-linear manifold structure of images, while successfully using the 
sparse property of redundant data and is superior to various other avant-garde methods for face hallucination. 
Furthermore video surveillance applications capture images with noise, face hallucination with locality constraint 
helps overcome this and make images more immune to noise. The last approach, built in the DCT domain is a 
learning-based face hallucination framework which uses clustering to reduce the redundancy of the training set 
thereby significantly saving the memory and computation cost. It also helps improve the local facial features using 
AC coefficients, providing efficient results for high-resolution images. 
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